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----------. 100+, Current Directions in Southern Californian Art. Los Angeles: Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art.


1976


Hunter, Sam, Rosalind Krauss and Marcia Tucker. Critical Perspectives in American Art. Amherst: University of Massachusetts. (Published separately as catalog for 1976 Venice Biennale.)


----------. The Artist and the Photograph (Ill). Jerusalem: Israel Museum.

----------. Critical Perspectives in American Art. Amherst: Fine Arts Center Gallery, University of Massachusetts.

----------. Painting and Sculpture from the Olga Hirshhorn Collection. Katona: The Katonah Gallery.
---. Survey - Part 1. Toronto: Sable-Castelli Gallery, Ltd.
---. A Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Los Angeles: Barnsdall Art Park: Los Angeles Municipal Arts Gallery.
---. Exhibition and Symposium of Prints and Printmakers. Vermillion: University of South Dakota.
---. New Media 1. Malmö: Malmö Konsthall.
---. North, East, West, South and Middle. Philadelphia: Moore College of Art.
---. Visual/Verbal. Santa Barbara: Art Gallery, University of California.
---. Exhibition and Symposium of Prints and Printmakers. Vermillion: University of South Dakota.
---. New Media 1. Malmö: Malmö Konsthall.

1975
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1972
---. Heissenbuttal, Helmut and Helene Winer. USA West Coast. Hamburg: Kunstverein Hamburg.

1971
---. Tuchman, Maurice and Jane Livingston. 11 Los Angeles Artists. London: Hayward Gallery.
---. Continuing Surrealism. La Jolla: La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art.
---. Made in California. Los Angeles: Grunwald Graphic Arts Foundation, Dickson Arts Center, University of California.
1970

Gregg, Richard N. Looking West. Omaha: Joslyn Art Museum.
---------. Continuum. Downey: Downey Museum of Art.

1969

---------. Drawings. Fort Worth: The Fort Worth Art Center Museum.
---------. The Other City. San Francisco: Gallery Reese Palley.

1968

---------. The California Landscape. Los Angeles: Lytton Center of the Visual Arts.
---------. e40 New California Painters. Tampa: Tampa Bay Art Center.

1967
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1965
---------. Five at Pace. New York: Pace Gallery.

1964
---------. Collector’s Show. Balboa: Balboa Pavilion Gallery.

1963
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2015

2014
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2013
Gelt, Jessica. “Art Everywhere, Coming to a billboard or subway platform near you.” Los Angeles Times, Aug. 2.
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Hirsch, Faye. “Ruscha’s Course of Empire.” Art in Print, Nov–Dec (vol. 4, no. 4) pp 42-44.


Aitken, Doug and Tim Griffin. “Station to Station.” Parkett, no. 93.


Hubert, Craig. “Ed Ruscha’s Foray into Film.” Blouin Artinfo, Nov 11.
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---------. “Ja Ich Wollte.” *Vogue*, June, pp. 142–43.


2009
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----------. “Word and Image.” Art Quarterly, Winter, pp. 41–42.
Hickey, Dave. “Orphans.” Art in America (vol. 97, no. 1), Jan, pp. 35–36.
Hubbard, Sue. “Graphic Images: Ed Ruscha’s Paintings Play with the Typography of the US.” New Statesman, Nov 2, p. 49.
---------- “Ed Ruscha.” Icon, Dec, p. 82.
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2007
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Wolper, Carol. “Men We Love.” Distinction, May/June, p. 94.
2005
---------- “The Year in Prints, Second Annual.” art on paper, Nov/Dec, p.64.
Brandenburg, John. Oklahoma continues to influence renowned artist Ed Ruscha.” The Daily Oklahoma, Nov 11, pp. 1D.
Allan, Ken. “A Photographer-In-Spite-Of-Himself?” X-TRA (vol. 7, no. 3).
Greenwood, Phoebe. “Playing with words.” The Times, June 8, p. 16.
Lange, Christy. “Bound to Fail.” Tate Etc., Issue 4, Summer, pp. 28-35.
La Rocco, Claudia. “‘Homestyle’ Blurs Line Between Art, Design.” The Associated Press, Apr 4.
Hamlin, Jesse. “Ed Ruscha’s panoramic painting to be augmented into a triptych at de Young.” The San Francisco Chronicle, Mar 21.


Rolli, Tania. “Rushing Rusha In.” ARTnews, Jan, p. 44.
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----------. “Power 100.” ArtReview, Nov, p. 77.
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Quinn, Joan. “Seen On The Scene.” Inside Events, Summer, p. 46.


McKenna, Kristine. “Review: Projections And Reflections.” Los Angeles Times, Mar 17, pp. 9, 64.


Rugoff, Ralph. “Review: Lost At The Mall: Searching For The Intersection Of Art And Film.” LA Weekly, Mar 29 – Apr 4, p. 41.


Folland, Tom. “Review: In The Field.” Art Issues, no. 36, Jan/Feb, p. 44.


McKenna, Kristine. “Review: It’s Art, Because They Say It’s Art.” Los Angeles Times, Oct 8, pp. 6-7, 60.


Wei, Lilly. “Review: Ed Ruscha at Castelli.” Art in America, Oct, pp. 120-121.


Gardner, Paul. “What They Want To Experience When They Look At Art.” ARThnews, Mar.


1993
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Bourdon, David. Review. Art in America, Sep, pp. 56-57.

1991

--------. “Born To Watch Paint Dry.” American Way (vol. 24, no. 5), Mar, pp. 60 - 65.
--------. “Top Of The Pop.” New York Magazine (vol. 24, no. 38), Sep 30, pp. 72, 73.
Crawford, Anne. LA Style, Feb, p. 40.
Kuspit, Donald. “Signs In Suspense/Ed Ruscha’s Liquidation Of Meaning. Arts Magazine (vol. 65, no. 8), Apr, pp. 54 - 58.
Muchnic, Suzanne. “Ed Ruscha And Greg Colson.” ARTnews (vol. 90, no. 9), Nov, p. 98.
----------. “Prints and Photographs Published.” Print Collectors Newsletter (vol. 21, no. 1), Mar/Apr, p. 26.
----------. “Hot Tickets.” San Francisco Focus (vol. 37, no. 5), May, p. 21.
Knight, Christopher. “Proto Pop.” Elle (vol. VI, no. 64), Dec, pp. 152, 154.
Rugoff, Ralph. “Review: Oeuvre Easy: Reading Ruscha At MOCA.” California Magazine (vol. 15, no. 12), Dec, pp. 54 - 55.
Stewart, Doug. Smithsonian (vol. 21, no. 6), Sep, pp. 99 - 110.

Armstrong, Elizabeth. “First Impressions.” *The Print Collector’s Newsletter* (vol. XX, no. 2), May/June, pp. 41 - 46.


---------. “Review: Ruscha Takes A Different Angle.” *Palm Beach Post*, Mar 25, p. 35.


Schwann, Gary. “Review: Paintings Built On Words.” *Palm Beach Post*, Mar 20, pp. 1L, 7L.


Turner, E. “To Read Or Not To Read.” *Art News* (vol. 87) Summer, p. 15.
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Borger, Irene. “Review: California Dreamin’”. *Vanity Fair*, July, p. 81
Diederichsen, Diedrich. “Ed Ruscha.” *Spex* (no. 9) Sep, pp. 52-53.
Koen, Helen L. “Review: Old Miami In A New Frame.” *The Miami Herald*, July 19, pp. 1D, 6D.
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Hoffman, Donald. “Review: Slick Paintings Depict Terrifying Silence.” *Kansas City Star*, Nov. 11, p. 4-F.
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---------. “Review: Other Views.” *Artforum* (vol. 22) Dec, p. 84.

---------. “Prints And Photographs Published.” *Print Collectors Newsletter* (vol. 14, Mar/Apr), p. 20.


1983

---------. “The American Scene/A Man-made Landscape.” *Express* (vol. 2, no. 5) May, pp. 40-41.

---------. “Prints And Photographs Published.” *Print Collectors Newsletter* (vol. 13) Sep/Oct, p. 136.

---------. “Ed Ruscha, Geographer.” *Art in America* (vol. 70, no. 9) Oct, pp. 84-93.

---------. “Clemente To Marsden To Kiefer.” *The Village Voice* (vol. XXVII, no. 41) Oct 19, p. 83.


Behr, Debra. “Three Films Directed By Independent Filmmakers To Be Screened Tuesday.” *Los Angeles Times*, Apr 30, pp. 1, 2, 4.


Evans, Beth. “Smash, Flash, And Spam.” *The Vancouver Courier*, Oct 27.


Failing, Patricia. “Ed Ruscha Young Artist: Dead Serious About Being Nonsensical.” *ARTnews*, (vol. 81) Apr, pp. 74-81.


1981

----------. “Visions of California: Art Of The State.” *New West*, Jan, p. 54.
----------. “Prints And Photographs Published.” *Print Collectors Newsletter* (vol. 12) Mar/Apr, pp. 21-2.
----------. “Is There A California School?” *Portfolio*, Sep/Oct, pp. 54-61.
----------. “California: Art Of The State.” *New West* (vol. 6, no. 1) Jan, pp. 54-59.
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Rickey, Carrie. “Art Attack!” Art In America (vol. 69, no. 5) May, pp. 41-48.


----------. “Review: Muni’s L.A. Show: A City On Wheels, But Few Drivers.” Los Angeles Times, Sep 21, p. 94


Tennesen, Michael and Richard B. Marks. “‘Local’ Art Hits the Big Time.” Los Angeles Magazine (vol. 25, no. 2) Feb, pp. 114-121, 296.


1978


Crary, Jonathan. “Edward Ruscha’s ‘Real Estate Opportunities’.” Arts (vol. 52, no. 5) Jan, pp. 119-121.


---------. “Unslick In L.A.” Art in America (vol.66, no. 5), Sep/Oct, p. 89.


McNamara, T.J. “Review: Detachment Key To Ruscha Show.” New Zealand Herald, Aug 26, sec. 1, p. 2.

1977


---------. “The 20th-Century Artists Most Admired By Other Artists.” ARTnews (vol. 76, no. 9) Nov, 78-103.


---------. “Review: Artists’ Books”. Artweek (vol. 8, no. 9) Feb 26, pp. 1, 16.
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1975


1974

Hess, Thomas B. “Ed Ruscha.” New York Magazine, Apr 22, pp. 73
Tisdall, Caroline. “Review: We Humans/California Surfaces In New York.” Art-Rite (no. 6) Summer, pp. 6.
1973

Antin, Eleanor. “Reading Ruscha.” Art in America (vol. 61, no. 6) Nov/Dec, pp. 64-71.
Bourbon, D. “Ruscha As Publisher: Or All Booked Up.” Art News (vol. 71) Apr, pp. 32-6.

1972


Borsik, Helen. "Review: Shows In Every Direction". *The Plain Dealer*, Jan 16, pp. 6-H.

Bourdon, David. "Ruscha As Publisher (Or All Booked Up)." *Art News*, Apr, pp. 32-36, 68-69.


---------, "Review: Link Between Artists, Collectors Explored." *Fort Worth Star Telegram*, Jan 30, p. 4F.


---------, "Review: Ruscha Transforms Reality To Fantasy." *The Dallas Morning News*, Mar 27, pp. 15A.

Larson, Philip. "Ruscha In Minneapolis." *Print Collectors' Newsletter*, July/Aug, pp. 52-54.


Porter, Allan. "Interview: Ruscha". *Camera* (no. 6) June, pp. 34-43.


1971


---------, 10-13.


Haber, Joyce. "Hey Folks, There’s Always Next Year." *Los Angeles Times*, Dec 26, p. 17.


Hughes, Robert. "View From The Coast." *Time* (vol. 97, no. 5) Feb 1, p. 58.


Richardson, Brenda. "Review: Bay Area Survey." *Arts Magazine*, Feb, p. 44.


1970


----------. “955,000 In Vancouver.” *Artweek*, Jan 31, p. 3.


1969


Good, Jeanne. “Review: Art And Artists/Ruscha At His Artistic Best.” *San Fernando Valley Times*, June 20, p. 16.


Magloff, Joanna. “Art In L.A....Two Oklahomans.” *Open City* (iss. 5) Apr 19, p. 4.


Rubeneck, Andrew. “Form Follows Fiction.” *Design Quarterly* (no. 73) pp. 34-5.


---------. “Art As Likeness With A Note On Post Pop Art.” *Arts* (vol. 41, no. 7) May, pp. 37, 39.


1966


Hopkins, Henry. “West Coast Style.” *Art Voices* (vol. 5, no. 4) Fall, pp. 60-72.


1965


---------. “Review: From Pecans To Paint.” *Newsweek* (vol. LXVI, no. 13) Sep 27, pp. 103A-104.


1964


1963


Coplans, John. “Pop Art USA.” *Art in America* (vol. 51, no. 5) Oct, pp. 27-?.

---------. “Notes From San Francisco.” *Art International* (vol. VII, no. 8) Oct. 25, pp. 91, 93-94.


----------. “Artists Share House.” *Oklahoma City Times*, Dec 16.

**Books by Edward Ruscha:**

The artist published the following works; beginning in 1969, sometimes using the imprint Heavy Industry Publications.


1972 *Colored People*. Edition of 4,000 copies. 7” x 5” x “.

1971 *A Few Palm Trees*. Hollywood: Heavy Industry Publications. Edition of 4,000 copies. 7”x5” x”.

1970 *Records*. Hollywood: Heavy Industry Publications. Edition 2,000 copies. 7” x 5” x “.

1970 *Babycakes*. New York: Multiples, Inc. Edition of 1,200 copies. 7” x 6” x “.

1969 *Real Estate Opportunities*. Edition of 4,000 copies. 7” x 5” x “.


1969 *Crackers*. Hollywood: Heavy Industry Publications. Story by Mason Williams; edition of 500 copies. 8” x 6” x “.

1968 *Business Cards*. Edition of 1,000 copies signed by the artist and his collaborator, Billy Al Bengston. 8” x 5” x “.

1967 *Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass*. First edition of 2,500 copies. 7” x 5” x “.

1967 *Thirty-four Parking Lots in Los Angeles*. First edition of 2,500 copies; second edition, 1974, 1,913 copies. 10” x 8” x “.

1967 *Royal Road Test*. In collaboration with Mason Williams and Patrick Blackwell. First edition of 1,000 copies; second edition, 1969, 1,000 copies; third edition, 1971, 1,000 copies; fourth edition, 1980, 1,500 copies. 9 1/2” x 6½” x ¼”.

1966 *Every Building on the Sunset Strip*. First edition of 1,000 copies; second edition, 1969, 500 copies; third edition, 1971, 5,000 copies. 7½” x 5” x 5/8”.

1965 *Some Los Angeles Apartments*. First edition of 700 copies; second edition, 1970, 3,000 copies. 7” x 5½” x “.

1964 *Various Small Fires and Milk*. First edition of 400 copies, 50 were signed by the artist; second edition, 1970, 3,000 copies. 7” x 5½” x “.

1963 *Twentysix Gasoline Stations*. First edition of 400 numbered copies; second edition, 1967, 500 copies; third edition, 1969, 3,000 copies. 7” x 5½” x “.

**Films:**

1975 *Miracle*. New York: Castelli-Sonnabend, 28 min., color, optical sound, 16 mm.

1970 *Premium*. New York: Castelli-Sonnabend, 24 min., color, magnetic sound, 16 mm.